Reading the book was, in fact, the right length for anything anywhere.
Nothing need ever be longer again, either longer than the fuck or larger than the whisky or healthier than the swim or more argumentative than the rally or tastier than the snack or dreamier than the snooze or more satisfactorily egocentric than the hour on the couch.
This book, darling, in my opinion, was to fit the human predicament like a birthday suit.
I really longed to know who wrote it, if only because I had this feeling I had written it myself.
I want to hold you in my arms in the panic of the night, the book said. I want to escort you into the sun. It bit. And hurt. And pleased.
The first pages claimed that all the author could do was allow me the ghost of a chance to be myself. To make up my own stories as though telling them to a child. The campfires of narrative were dowsed for ever, the gaudy courts of my mind needed a jester no more. Meanwhile this author could teach me some tricks of the trade, if I were ready to learn.
I thought at first I might be alone in responding to this novelty of approach, but apparently not. I gathered that the book was about to penetrate the meagre remnants of our culture, enter muddled attics in town and basements exuding a provincial damp, skulk half-read within country mansions crumbling nobly into penury, hover over the close-carpeted areas of a defunct metropolitan privilege, filter even into many a bedroom where mattresses creaked under a 142 voluptuous want of hope. All these locations, I understood, were subsumed in a text of delectable ordinariness that in a time of stress wished only to be as helpful as it could.
The text contained, as perhaps no book ever had, the span and trajectory of life, the wilderness of it, its lack of grammar, its ever-present absence, its refusal to be pinned down or fenced in, as well as the painful unprogrammed amiability of life, not to mention life's way of creeping out of the silent gaps between the words as abruptly as a genius with blood on his hands, not excluding life's criminal aptitude for giving you the wrong answer with a smile of complacency, plus several other things that laid the mystery wide open only to close it up more firmly than ever; and doing all that, which the book suggested wasn't nearly enough, with a consuming passion.
Sometimes the book struck a sentence as long as the above and seemed to get nowhere. Mostly because readers like myself assumed out of habit that it had nowhere to go. I was wrong, beloved.
Please read with care, it said. Yes, the author had adopted a cunning technique to exact from me my own creative effort. In an enclave of inner London, the party overspilling the publisher's offices on to shadowed pavements, many guests I seemed to half know were assembling I asked myself: was I falling in love with Davina, as with the book that was biting deeper into me, as with the world that was coming stupendously alive? She was naked bedrooms. She was the late-night call that said the lot, the edgy promise of meeting in heart-rending places the world over. She held tight in her womb that child who would be our complicated handclasp with the future, she was across my body for that snooze after the heavy lunch, she was the act of purring to the ends of the earth in train sleepers with the undercurrent of the wheels making nightly love to our ears on the narrow bunk, she was the cross-country walk that made us stumble into pubs in quest of beer, bread, cheese, she splashed me with curves of iridescent spray in that swim off the South Coast, she drove me mad through Wales, she was easing fish off the grill to serve me, she was cold wine sipped in my arms. At last, yes, she was a continent, this feminine creature growing in me, the continent I always expected of a woman but never had, as raunchily anonymous as the author, The book was itself an unconscious, one that had the growling persistence of a wolf; no one could escape by denying it. Anyway, by good fortune, that
